cuerden valley park
Orienteering ORANGE route.
Use these clues to help you find the wooden posts!
Record the letters in the boxes and unscramble them to find a
creature that lives in the Park.
1. The clock up here will tell you the time as long as the
sun continues to shine.
2. An ash tree stands there tall and proud
It’s all alone, not in a crowd!
3. The railing leads from boat slipway
Turn your back on the lake here and walk straight away!
4. Take a rest and have some dinner
On a picnic bench next to the river!

Here are some of the important rules to
remember while you are out orienteering!
• Stay as a team, work together to finish the course.
• Remember to include everyone and listen to your team!
Please don’t be a map–hogger, share the responsibility
and give everyone a turn at leading!
• Never leave the park or go on any roads except
Berkeley Drive and the Cuerden Hall driveway.
• Don’t cross the motorway, go through the ford or
further than the wooden bridge!
• If a gate is locked don’t climb over it!

5. Walk down the path just move your feet, it’s on the left
before the seat.

• You need to get back to the visitors centre ON TIME
even if you haven’t finished!

6. Keep your eyes peeled so you can see
Is this the right path to the whiskery tree?

• If you get lost or need assistance phone the visitors
centre (01772 324436), or approach a ranger and ask
for help!

7. Soon you’ll see a No Fishing sign
The clue is just out of line…
8. To cross the motorway bridge is bonkers but look for
the tree that gives us conkers.
9. Go up the steps please don’t hop
until you see what is right at the top!
10. Take in the view and be sure to look
Sit down, relax and read a book.
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Most importantly, have fun!
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